
✽ (1) Avoid a construction zone; (2) off-ramping to exit the freeway. 

Introduction Methodology & Simulation

Conclusions & Future work 

AV mandatory lane-change process

1. Mixed Traffic Era
2. Focus on HDV cooperation level 
3. Multi-lane change process

Main contribution 

Scope

1. Lane-change framework for CAV with V2V
2. Cooperative framework with HDV 

cooperation level considered

Lane-change maneuver & cooperative level

Mixed Traffic Era -- Safety Issues

AV Lane-change challenges

✽ On-road CAV may adopt conservative 
control policies
✽ HDV may bully CAV by driving aggressively
✽ 40% freeway accidents occur in ramp areas

0% market 
penetration of AV 

100% market 
penetration of AV 

Mixed traffic of 
AV and HDV

Cooperation with V2V

✽ Lane change is the major cause of traffic 
disturbance on multi-lane highway
✽ Low-efficiency lane-changing will delay 

the near ramp traffic
✽ Freeway Lane change for AV is difficult 

without Human-driven vehicles’ (HDVs) 
cooperation 

A Cooperative Control Framework 
for CAV Lane change in a Mixed Traffic Environment

✽ AV-HDV cooperation (through V2V) 
enhances the efficiency of AV lane-change
✽ Well-informed decisions by CAV
✽ Need to consider the human driver 

cooperation level

FHDV                           PHDV
Green CHDV: actively cooperate
Grey CHDV: inactively cooperate

Blue area: “near” location of the CAV
Yellow area: “far” location of the CAV

✽ CHDV in “near” location: Consider both CAV & CHDVs in immediate vicinity
✽ CHDV in “far” location: Consider only nearest CHDVs.

Cooperative control framework 

✽ Target CAV trajectory is based on polynomial curve:

✽ CAV’s trajectory planning is affected by the location and speed of CHDVs 
✽ 1. Active CHDV: speed change fast 2. Inactive CHDV: speed change slow 
✽ Controlled vehicle state: 𝑥(𝑘): longitudinal locations; 𝑣(𝑘): vehicle speed
✽ Controlled variable: 𝑢(𝑘) the acceleration/deceleration
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✽ Initial trajectory planning based on initial state of CAV and CHDVs
✽ CAV’s lane-change trajectory updated based on the putative positions of the CHDVs

Controller Design
The controlled CHDVs in the “near” location

The controlled CHDVs in the “far” location

✽ Constraints sets are different for CHDV in different location (PHDV/FHDV)

Controlled variables

Safety distance & soft 
constraints for speed

Collision avoidance

Simulation Results

Different percentage of actively cooperate CHDVs: 0% and 50%

Multi-lane change: bi-lane change

✽ Feasibility satisfied à
No waiting
✽ Higher actively 

cooperate CHDVs à Higher 
feasibility  
✽ FHDV not actively 

cooperate, it’s more 
difficult for CAV to start 
lane change

Conclusion

Future work 

Feasibility of different actively 
cooperative percentage

Total bi-lane change process 
time under different conditions

✽ total lane-changing time 
= lane-changing maneuvers’ 
time + waiting time (6s)

✽ Higher actively 
cooperate CHDVs à larger 
“high-efficiency” area

✽ actively cooperate CHDV 
in “near” location à higher 
efficiency

56%

67%

✽ Feasible to develop a cooperative framework that combines 
automation and V2V connectivity for safe and efficient multi lane-
changing maneuvers
✽ Controller performance: influenced by the cooperation level of the 
HDV drivers

✽ Consider various levels of HDV cooperation, in the simulation 
✽ Consider other metrics of lane-change performance
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